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PLANET ASSOCIATES RELEASES NEXT VERSION OF PLANET® IRM CRITICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
New Feature Set Simplifies Operations and Enhances User Experience in Documenting and
Managing Total Enterprise Infrastructure
Neptune, NJ – March 2, 2007– Planet Associates Inc., the leading provider of Infrastructure
Relationship Management (IRM) software and services for Enterprise Networks, has released
Planet IRM v7.50, the next major version of its comprehensive visualized Configuration
Management Database (CMDB).
Advanced features in release v7.50 include:
Element Replacement:
• Equipment, Locations and Cables can be replaced within a work site and retain existing
physical and virtual connectivity
• Replacement rack elements are automatically verified to meet dimensional and
operational restraints
• Old equipment and cables can be flagged as obsolete to prevent users from creating
new systems containing legacy elements
Placement, copy and move functions:
• Existing systems in selected areas or entire sites (including contained cabling) can be
easily duplicated or relocated
• Visual assistance is provided for placing elements in desired configurations
Various data display enhancements such as tool tips and text manipulation have also been
incorporated in an effort to heighten the overall user experience and increase ease of use.
Planet IRM is designed to consolidate critical infrastructure information and streamline IT
operations through a single, centralized, visual data repository, which improves operational
efficiency and service levels, reduces network disruptions and downtime, and provides the
cohesion necessary for accurate and thorough critical system analysis.
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Planet Associates Inc., located in Neptune, NJ, develops, licenses and supports the Planet®
IRM family of physical infrastructure relationship management software products. Planet IRM is
uniquely capable of total enterprise network asset consolidation, with project scopes ranging
from individual data centers to entire global organizations. For more information on Planet IRM
software, call Planet Associates at (732) 922-5300, email info@planetassoc.com or visit
http://www.planetassoc.com.
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